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Nonprofit briefs  Blazing Change
Use these eight principles next time you need to make a change:
1. Establish a sense of urgency. Discuss possible crises and opportuni-

ties related to the change you want to make.
2. Form a coalition. Assemble a group with enough power to lead the 

change. Encourage the group to work together as a team.
3. create a vision to guide the change effort, and develop strategies 

for achieving that vision.
4. use every vehicle possible to communicate the new vision and 

strategies. Be sure members of the coalition teach new behaviors by 
modeling those behaviors themselves.

5. Empower others to act on the vision. Get rid of obstacles to change, 
such as systems or structures that undermine the vision. Encourage risk-
taking and nontraditional ideas, activities, and actions.

6. create short-term wins. Reward employees involved in improve-
ments.

7. consolidate improvements, and produce still more change.
8. Revise the organization’s culture to accommodate the changes. Un-

less new behaviors are rooted in social norms, they will dissolve as soon 
as the pressure for change is removed. 

 –adapted from The Leader’s Change Handbook 
(Jossey-Bass Publishers, www.josseybass.com)

 Name Your feelings, and Hear their Messages
In The Wisdom of the Five Messengers, Kerry Paul Altman says that 

messengers come to you in the form of the five basic emotions: happi-
ness, the messenger of well-being; sadness, the messenger of loss; anger, 
the messenger of injustice; fear, the messenger of the unknown; and love, 
the messenger of selflessness. Listening to these messages will enrich 
your life, while bottling up your emotions is only a temporary fix. One 
way or another, your emotions will work their way out—in illness, pain, 
or depression. Use music, dance, art, and poetry to help you get in touch 
with your deepest feelings. Keep a feelings log to record how you feel 
at different times and what triggers those emotions. The more you’re in 
touch with your feelings—and help others confront their emotions, too 
—the better leader you will be. 

 preparing for a New Economic Structure
Our current economic structure is untenable, and we can’t keep rely-

ing on the economists who were responsible for getting us into this mess 
to solve the problem. The economics of relentless growth and its partner, 
novelty consumerism, must be fixed. 

According to Tim Jackson, in Prosperity Without Growth: Economics 
for a Finite Planet (published by Earthscan, www.earthscan.co.uk/), it’s 
possible to develop a new economic structure that will create prosperity 
without obsessive growth. Governments must work together to establish 
limits on pollution and re-invest in green technologies. As individuals, we 
must recognize that material goods aren’t the best way to measure suc-
cess.

Our capacity to work for change is already producing a groundswell of 
reform efforts. The changes will more than just affect nonprofits; we can 
play a pivotal role. Jackson’s book can help us articulate our response to 
runaway capitalism—not as a part of the status quo, but as organizations 
poised to help lead change. 

 –reviewed by Terrence Fernsler

 Where’s Your Crystal Ball?
One of the most critical lead-

ership activities is planning for 
the future, and that includes 
learning the goals of your key 
staff. But, if you’re like most 
leaders, you probably haven’t 
talked much or at all with key 
players about their plans for the 
future.

Not knowing the plans of key 
people can interrupt operations, 
derail your succession plans, 
and expose you to many nasty 
surprises. Here’s how to keep 
that from happening:

• Establish a culture where 
it’s okay for staff to share their 
plans, even if, at some point, 
they don’t want to work for you 
anymore. Encourage these dis-
cussions as a way of learning 
more about each person. Creat-
ing the kind of trusting environ-
ment where people can share 
their dreams for the future with-
out fear of retaliation is critical.

• If their plan is to grow their 
career with you, assess how 
each person’s future plans can 
contribute to your own strategic 
goals for your organization. Con-
sider how you might adjust your 
plans to tap into their goals.

• If their plan is to leave, 
discuss the transition together. 
Work with them to ensure their 
successor will be well-trained in 
the new role. (Don’t keep major 
transitions a secret, or employ-
ees will start to question what 
else you know but aren’t say-
ing.)

When you cultivate an envi-
ronment where people feel free 
to talk about the future—includ-
ing leaving your organization— 
transitions happen much more 
smoothly and cost-efficiently. 
And goodwill spreads so that you 
learn more and more about what 
people think. Mutual goal-setting 
is a crystal ball with the future 
clearly in view.  

– adapted from The Weiman 
Leadership Letter, 

www.WeimanConsulting.com
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 the power of Your Network

Groundbreaking research on the power of social 
networks has profound implications for us in our per-
sonal and professional lives. Here are some of the im-
portant findings reported by Nicholas Christakis and 
James Fowler in Connected: The Surprising Power 
of Our Social Networks and How They Shape Our 
Lives (Hachette Book Group, www.hachettebook 
group.com):

• You shape your network, and your network 
shapes you, far beyond your direct social contacts. 
You’re influenced not just by your friends but by the 
emotions, ideas, and habits of your friends’ friends’ 
friends through the Three Degrees of Influence Rule. 
That means that people up to three degrees away 
from you—people you’ve never met—have a power-
ful effect on your life. “Your friends’ friends’ friend 
has more impact on your happiness than $5.000 in 
your pocket,” as Christakis and Fowler put it. 

• When you introduce your friends to one anoth-
er, you take a more central place in your network. 

That means you’ll have more access to information 
flowing through your network and will be more likely 
to achieve your goals.

• How connected your friends are also makes you 
more central in your network. The more connec-
tions your friends have, the more susceptible you will 
be to everything in the network, from new ideas to 
emotions to health habits.

• Altruism and charity are essential for social net-
works to grow and endure, and once networks are 
established, charitable acts flow through them. These 
acts are magnified as they pass from person to per-
son. Several studies show that when one person gives 
to charity, their friends and their friends’ friends also 
become more giving.

• The great majority of people who give money to 
nonprofits do so because they’re asked by someone 
in their network. And if the person who asks them to 
give is someone close to them, they’re likely to give 
more. 

 How Social Entrepreneurs Create real Change
“If ever there were a moment for creative civic en-

gagement it is now,” says Stephen Goldsmith in his 
cutting-edge book The Power of Social Innovation 
(John Wiley & Sons, www.wiley.com). Society’s ur-
gent problems require a new model of social entre-
preneurship.

Social entrepreneurs combine community building 
with efficiencies from the business sector. Goldsmith, 
who has served as mayor of Indianapolis and led non-
profit initiatives under Presidents Bush and Obama, 
uses his decades of experience and interviews with 
over a hundred leaders to explore how social entre-
preneurs solve societal problems. He includes exam-
ples that show how talent coupled with compassion 
can be effective in creating social change.

It’s not always government bureaucracy that sty-
mies innovation. Nonprofits are often too inflexible 
for real entrepreneurship. Professionalism of the sec-
tor has had some unintended consequences, such as 
“doing for” rather than “doing with.”

Goldsmith believes that innovation should be insti-

tutionalized and that fear of failure must be replaced 
with fear of not-accomplishing. This isn’t an easy task 
in our society, which is more focused on individual 
achievement than building community.

Yet there is real hope in his descriptions of how 
social entrepreneurs, working with philanthropists, 
public officials, and business leaders, make a differ-
ence in their communities with innovative programs 
that entrenched organizations are unwilling to try. 
This book helps creative thinkers in nonprofits, pub-
lic agencies, and funding organizations identify assets 
for transformative change.

–reviewed by Terrence Fernsler

Fear of failure must be replaced with 
fear of not-accomplishing.

Guiding Principles for Social Entrepreneurs
• Mine data to find trends, using the health-care 

model of reducing error rates by predicting results.
• Act as a matchmaker to bridge barriers.
• Unleash people’s energy with activities they 

find meaningful.
• Leverage social media, such as Twitter, to tap 

into shared goals and motivate citizens to enact so-
cial change.

• Meet people where they are— such as church 
or school—to tap into a shared identity.

• View clients not as passive consumers but as 
potential producers .
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 Best practices for Managing organizational politics

To put your good idea to work in your organization, you must get 
people on board. Here are steps to follow.

1. create a simple slogan that captures your idea.
2. Get your idea on the agenda, and show people it addresses a criti-

cal need. Be on the lookout for ways to make your idea a priority.
3. score small wins early, and broadcast them widely. When people 

see positive results, their commitment deepens, giving your idea mo-
mentum.

4. Form alliances with people who have three key powers: the power 
to decide, the power to fund, and the power to implement.

5. create a snowball effect, persisting till the force of your idea be-
comes self-sustaining.

6. Respond and adjust. As more people with different interests come 
on board, your idea will take on a life of its own. You need to be flexible 
if your idea is to survive.

7. Lock it in. Anchor the idea into the organization through budgets, 
job descriptions, incentives, and other operating procedures.

8. secure appropriate credit. You don’t want your idea to be hijacked 
by others, but you don’t want to blow your own horn, either. This is 
where relationships are so important. You need others to sing your 
praises and assure you get the credit you deserve for your good idea. 

—adapted from The Art of Woo: Using Strategic Persuasion to Sell Your Ideas (pub-
lished by Portfolio, a division of Penguin Group, www.us.penguingroup.com)

 How to transform Your Workplace
In Transforming Work (Perseus Publishing, www.perseuspublishing.

com), Patricia Boverie and Michael Kroth provide these guidelines to 
achieving trust and commitment in the workplace:

• Be passionate about your cause, and draw out passion in people 
throughout your organization.

• Cultivate an environment of trust. Be trustworthy yourself, and 
trust your co-workers.

• Take risks, and encourage risk-taking among your staff and board 
members. Provide incentives rather than penalties for trying new 
things. 

• Never stop learning and exploring new things. Help your co-work-
ers do the same.

• Build self-efficacy. Believe in yourself, and help others in your orga-
nization to believe in their abilities and talents.  

Special events are great for networking, learning, 
and raising funds. However, putting on an event can 
require a lot of resources. That’s why Sustainable 
Event Management (published by Earthscan, www.
earthscan.co.uk) is such a valuable book.

Meegan Jones takes a comprehensive look at how to 
build more environmentally-sustainable events, from 
minimizing waste to the use of communications. She 
provides simple formulas for calculating carbon foot-
prints, including water usage, emissions, and waste, 
and offers numerous alternatives to wood-pulp paper 
that most of us are probably not aware of. She also 

discusses the environmental impact of food usage, 
transport (of people and materials), and options for 
handling waste material.

Event organizers are in a position to influence re-
ceptive audiences. Highlighting waste issues can 
change behavior, and many event-goers aren’t aware 
of the impact an event has on resources and people. 
Modeling how to reduce, re-use, and recycle resourc-
es—in many different contexts—will bolster your or-
ganization’s reputation and help us all thrive on this 
earth.  

–reviewed by Terrence Fernsler

 the five Keys to 
organizational Success

Errors in any phase of move-
ment toward your goals can 
derail your project. Use these 
five “ills” to keep from making 
fatal mistakes and increase the 
chance of winning:

1. Will. The will to succeed re-
quires commitment and action.

2. skill. High levels of accom-
plishment require skill. Recognize 
that you need to keep learning.

3. Fill. Each moment contains 
an infinite number of possibili-
ties. To move toward your goals, 
you must make effective use of 
what you have (the fill) to create 
the reality you want.

4. Kill. You must be willing 
to kill off those ideas that aren’t 
working.

5. Bill. The keys to surviving 
the aftermath of success are rep-
resented by the beginning letters 
of the keyword “Bill”:

Build a base. No success lasts 
forever. Reserve some wealth for 
hard times.

Interpret the signs. Acknowledge 
and accept periods of decline.

Locate the exits. When you 
enter a risky situation, know 
your escape routes.

Leave it behind. Creating suc-
cess, and then getting out un-
scathed, is the ultimate achieve-
ment. In the last context, all you 
can retain is your opinion of 
yourself. 

–adapted from No Limit 
(AMACOM, www.amacombooks.org)

 reducing Your Event footprint


